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Pre-exam resources

1. Isaac’s Extra Review problems (+ solutions)
2. I’m preparing notes running through the course topics at a conceptual level
3. My recitation recordings and slides (including feedback on midterm)
4. Feedback on problem set 6 (even if you got a 10)
5. Varian textbook in my folder (very good on imperfect competition)
6. Will update my Running Notes at some point; send me any specific questions
7. No promises but possible Zoom office hours the week of the exam
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Plan for today

Bertrand competition: two cases

Equilibrium under Cournot vs. Stackelberg competition

Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Any other topics to revisit? Easy to pull up slides or practice problems to go over
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Bertrand competition: two cases



From Recitation 9, practice problem 3:
a) What price would each duopolist set if the other duopolist didn’t exist

• Market demand

QD(p) = 2400− p

• Production costs

c1(Q) = 20Q
c2(Q) = 10Q
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pP(k) =2400 -Q-TR(Q)
=pP(a) . Q

=(2400 - Q)Q
=24000 - a7

=>Mx (x) =2400 - 20

Firm 1: MR =M), when 200-2Q, = 20

=>aM =2020
= 1190

=>PM = PP(Ra0
Mcc =20

=2100 - 1190=1210
M(z =10

Firm 2: MR
=MC2 when 2400 - 2x2 = 10

=)Q =
2400 - 10

z
=1195

=>PMM =0" (1195)
= 2400- 1195=1205



From Recitation 9, practice problem 3:
b) What is the outcome of Bertrand competition

• Market demand

QD(p) = 2400− p

• Production costs

c1(Q) = 20Q
c2(Q) = 10Q
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Suppose from 1 begins as a monopolis

=>Sets p= pr= 1210

They firm 2 enters

BR2(p, =12 10) =1205 (just for this example,

Firm )(P2=1705) = 1204
assume whole number

prices (
:

Fin 1 sets price
of 11

BR2(p =21) = 20

BR1 (p2 =10) =20

without the whole number assumption

(BRc(p)
-20) =c

or 20-2
( for arbitrarily small (>0)

[BR.(OdTOApi = 20, pn = 20 -a) is theBertbrin



From Problem Set 9, problem 2
b) If Firm A was a monopolist, what price would it charge?

• Market demand

QD(p) = 480− 2P

• Production costs

cA(Q) = 120Q
cB(Q) = 240Q
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If firm A was a monopolis

pP(x) =2+0 -2
TRIQ) =pPLOOa2 IMR(0)

=240 - Q

-)Set MRA = MLA

=>2t0-Q = 120

=>aM = 120

=>pM =240 - 10
= 180

a =120, p=180



From Problem Set 9, problem 2
c) Calculate the Nash Equilibrium (approximately if needed)

• Market demand

QD(p) = 480− 2P

• Production costs

cA(Q) = 120Q
cB(Q) = 240Q
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f(p) Firme t's monopolyA

price is

If A Sets Pn= 240 why? below

competitor's
BRB (PA=240) =240 l i i margard cost

NOT 239 PM p
BRr(p( =240) = 180 - MCB

or 240-8

in first example,
fe(PA) =Pr.Gr(PA) - 120 QIPA) #irm's mopoly price

=> Pr (480-2PH) -120 1480-2PA)
was greater than

+(p) competitor's

--
=>480PA-2P5-120.480-24OPA marginal cost

elpe = 0 = 480 - 4PA-2y i Y->>PAF = 180
QNF = 980

- 2(PNE) = 120 MCaPMP



From Problem Set 9, problem 2
d) Calculate the Deadweight Loss of the Nash Equilibrium

• Market demand

QD(p) = 480− 2P

• Production costs

cA(Q) = 120Q
cB(Q) = 240Q
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The competitive equilibris is when market demand

meets the lowest cost function so that firms

are supplying the good at cost most efficiently.

In this case, it's whe form a supplies the entire

Market at price :MCA = 10

CE = PEE:120, QE = QY(P(r)

p = 480 - 2(120) =240
8

NE = SPNE=180, QME" 1203



From Problem Set 9, problem 2
d) Calculate the Deadweight Loss of the Nash Equilibrium

• Market demand

QD(p) = 480− 2P

• Production costs

cA(Q) = 120Q
cB(Q) = 240Q
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DWL DWL = = (QCE -QE) (PCI-PNEC
P = (240 - 120)(120 - 180)

2O MCB

monopolis. PNE ----
=- 3600PNE-PCE: Markup = 18p9

2120F Y
Q

=(120)(60)

DWL

PCE
MCA unar perfect competition

Market demand
- p(Q) = 240-E

QCEQNE MRA-MR2 =240-Q



Discussion

• The setup of both games are very similar: two duopolists with different
constant marginal costs facing a linear market demand function

• The key here is that profit functions are concave: even if you out-compete an
opponent on prices, that does not mean you should set the highest possible
price below their marginal cost

• In the first case, firm 1’s monopolist profit function was maximized at
quantity 1210, well above either firm’s marginal costs of 20 and 10 so that
meant profits were decreasing in price

• But in the second case, firm A’s monopolist profit function was maximized at
price 180, above its marginal cost but also well below firm B’s marginal cost

• Deadweight loss is calculated relative to the case where the market demand
meets the most efficient supply
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Equilibrium under Cournot vs.
Stackelberg competition



From Final Review Problem 13
a) Calculate the Nash Equilibrium if these duopolists were to enter Cournot com-
petition

• Market demand

QD(p) = 360− p

• Production costs

c1(q) = 12q
c2(q) = 24q
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p
(x) =360-Q, 0 = 9. + 92 (market supply

↑ pP(9,192) = 368- 9,-92

=vz(92) =p(92)92 - 2492

= 1368 - 9,-92792 -2492
= 1336 - 9,792 - 9,2

+(q) =p(9)9, -129,
= 1360 - 9.- 92)9,-1291

= (348 - 92)9. - 9,
FOCL-FOC, :

->

I - 12 - 9,+ 92 = 2(92
-9,)

FO6z:336-a1=3E-12



From Final Review Problem 13
a) Calculate the Nash Equilibrium if these duopolists were to enter Cournot com-
petition

• Market demand

QD(p) = 360− p

• Production costs

c1(q) = 12q
c2(q) = 24q
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92 = 91-12

Pluginto either FOC: Wash Egulibram is grew by

336 - 91 = 292
1 9= 120

2.95=108
= 2(9,-12) -332eedworseth=>336-91=291-24 3.a* = 228

=7360 =391
4. P
*
I

=9. =120

=>92 =108

=>a =

q, +9z = 228

=>p(Q): 360 -228 = 132



From Final Review Problem 13
a) Calculate the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium if these duopolists were to
enter Stackelberg competition with firm 1 playing first

• Market demand

QD(p) = 360− p

• Production costs

c1(q) = 12q
c2(q) = 24q
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Similar but thee is a timing element.
· Fires I chooses 9, first

Fire 2 best responds to 91: 92(g.)
The best response

function
key her: because of timing, 9, is definite: fully credible more
that firm 2 has to respond to

In Cornot, lack of credibly in simultaneous gave
leads to

a different Nosh Egulibrum.
To solves work backward:

· firms 2 best respond to any
choice 9, by Firm

fines, anticipates this best response and
chooses 9,

that leads to the best outcome for them : 0,191,92191)



From Final Review Problem 13
a) Calculate the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium if these duopolists were to
enter Stackelberg competition with firm 1 playing first

• Market demand

QD(p) = 360− p

• Production costs

c1(q) = 12q
c2(q) = 24q
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+e(qz(q) =1360 - 9.-92)92 - 2492

- (360 - 9.- 24792 - 92

FOCL: 0 = 386-9,-292

=> 92(9) = Boal, firm I's best
respire

function

#(q,192(9,)) = (360 - 91 - 92(9))9,-129,
= (348 - 9.-39,

2

= (348 - 168)9, - 97 +
FOCl: 0 = 180 - 29,+91 =>9=180

=E =92(4,5) = 35180 =78 a*=94+92 =258



From Final Review Problem 13
a) Calculate the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium if these duopolists were to
enter Stackelberg competition with firm 1 playing first

• Market demand

QD(p) = 360− p

• Production costs

c1(q) = 12q
c2(q) = 24q
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p* =360 - QX
=368 - 258

=102

=>the SPNE is given by

[pF = 102,a= 258,9 = 180.95=783

Compan to Corrot NE i

[pF = 132,a = 228,9=120,9 = 1083
SPNE where more efficient firm moves first: lower price, higher quality, 9.4, 92d



Discussion

• In comparing Bertrand and Cournot, we said that the first was more
cut-throat: unless firms are identical, the one with the lower marginal cost
might relinquish profit but still dominate the entire market. Cournot is more
accommodating as it allows firms of different efficiency to co-exist.

• We also said that their relevance depends on context: Bertrand better
describes markets where firms can mobilize production very quickly, enter
the market very easily, and consumers are very responsive while Cournot
better describes markets where firms simultaneously make binding decisions
ahead of time

• In Cournot vs. Stackelberg, the setups are very similar but the introduction of
a timing element in Stackelberg competition gives a significant edge to the
firm that chooses first

• Stackelberg thus better applies to markets where there is a clear first-mover
advantage
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation
7, Practice Problem 2)



Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 identical firms

(a) What is the aggregate demand in this
market?
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 identical firms

(b) What is the aggregate supply in this market?
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 identical firms

(c) Find the competitive equilibrium
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 identical firms

(d) What is consumer/producer surplus?
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 10 identical firms

(e) What is the new equilibrium?
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 10 identical firms

(f) What is the new consumer/producer surplus?
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Competitive equilibrium (Recitation 7, Practice Problem 2)

Two types of consumers
1. Type A demand: qDA(p) = 100− p
2. Type B demand: qDB(p) = 50− 2p

One type of firm
1. Supply function qS(p) = p

Suppose the market features:
• There are 10 Type A consumers
• There are 20 Type B consumers
• There are 50 10 identical firms

(g) Do these changes in surplus make sense?
• The consumer population has not changed
but prices have increased

• Thus, fewer consumers are being served so
we should expect a decrease in CS

• There are fewer firms but prices have
increased so effect on producer surprlus
ambiguous

• However, prices have increased more than
the quantity has decreased so total
producer surplus has increased

• Each individual firm experiences an even
more significant increase in surplus 18



Any other topics to revisit? Easy to
pull up slides or practice problems
to go over


